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Abstra t
An any ast ow is a sequen e of pa kets that an be sent to any one of the members
in a group of designated re ipients. Using any ast servi es an signi antly simplify
some appli ations. Little work has been done on providing QoS support to any ast
ows. In this paper, we study Distributed Admission Control (DAC) pro edure for
any ast ows with QoS requirements. We fo us on algorithms that perform destination sele tion, whi h is riti al in any ast. Several algorithms are proposed. These
algorithms di er from ea h other in their dependen e on system status information.
We also address the issue of resour e reservation and re-trial ontrol in the DAC pro edure. We evaluate the proposed me hanisms by mathemati al analysis and omputer
simulation. Performan e data show that in terms of admission probabilities, DAC
systems that are based on lo al status information an perform losely to those that
utilize global and dynami status information. We note that the latter is mu h more
expensive and diÆ ult to realize.
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1 Introdu tion
In this paper, we study Distributed Admission Control (DAC) pro edure for any ast ows
with QoS requirement in the omputer network. An any ast ow is a sequen e of pa kets
that an be sent to any one of the members in a group of designated re ipients. Traditional
uni ast ow is a spe ial ase of any ast ow in the sense that for the uni ast ow, the
re ipient group size is one.
There are many appli ations that need ommuni ation servi e in the form of any ast ow,
e.g., e-transa tion, e-banking, down-loading, up-loading, et . Using any ast ommuni ation
servi es may onsiderably simplify these appli ations. Multiple mirrored servers of the servi e
providers, su h as e- ommer e ompanies, banks, and web-based information providers, an
share a single any ast address. Appli ations may simply send their information ows with
the any ast address in order to upload or download information from or to these multiple
sites.
Di erent from datagram ommuni ation, ow-oriented ommuni ation has to go through
an admission ontrol pro ess in whi h appli ation makes a request, with ertain QoS requirement, to the network for establishing a ow between a sour e and an any ast group. An
any ast ow an be admitted (or we say, the ow an be established) only if suÆ ient network resour es are available so that the required QoS an be satis ed. Clearly, the admission
ontrol plays a riti al role in meeting QoS requirement of ows.
Generally speaking, there are two ategories of admission ontrol me hanisms: entralized
and distributed admission ontrol.



Centralized Admission Control. This approa h requires a entralized agen y to perform admission ontrol for the entire system. The main advantage of this s heme is
its simpli ity and easy implementation. But, it has vulnerability of single failure - if
the entralized agen y goes down, the whole system gets rashed. Another problem is
the s alability. For a large network, the entralized agen y ould be ome a bottlene k.
Thus, while this me hanism may be suÆ ient for small networks, it does not s ale
adequately to be a solution for large systems.



Distributed Admission Control. Distributed admission ontrol me hanism an overome the s alability problem raised in the entralized admission ontrol. In this me hanism, the admission de isions are made by individual nodes, rather than by a entralized agen y. In this way, we may a hieve better s alability. The hallenge here is to
let nodes e e tively and eÆ iently oordinate with ea h other in order to make orre t
admission de isions and hen e a hieve high admission probabilities.

We adopt the me hanism of distributed admission ontrol in this paper. A riti al step in
admitting an any ast ow is to sele t a destination among the members of an any ast group.
A destination should be sele ted so that the QoS requirement of the requesting ow an be
satis ed while not produ ing ongestion in the network. We propose and analyze several
3

algorithms that use di erent type and amount of status information in making destination
sele tion. We evaluate the proposed distributed admission ontrol me hanism by mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation. Performan e data show that in terms of admission
probabilities, DAC systems that are based on lo al status information an perform losely
to those that utilize global and dynami status information. We note that the latter is mu h
more expensive and diÆ ult to realize.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Previous work related to our study is
dis ussed in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3, we introdu e network and ow models used in this
paper. Distributed admission ontrol pro edure is studied in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we
evaluate the system performan e in terms of admission probability and runtime overhead.
We summarize the paper and dis uss the future work in Se tion 6.

2 Previous Work
Be ause more and more appli ations demand any ast servi es, in the latest version of IPv6,
any ast has been de ned as a standard servi e [1℄. The problems pertaining to any ast
an be divided in two lasses: management methods at appli ation layer for using any ast
servi es, and pro edures and proto ols at network layer for routing and addressing any ast
messages. In [2℄, it was determined that any ast addresses are allo ated from the uni ast
address spa e with any of the de ned uni ast address format. Re ently, an additional set of
reserved any ast addresses within ea h subnet pre x has been de ned in [1℄. Some subnet
routers an be assigned the reserved any ast address that represent for all routers within a
subnet pre x. In [3℄, the impli ation of an any asting servi e supported at the appli ation
layer was explored. A framework for s alable global IP any ast was proposed in [4℄. We
have developed an any ast routing proto ol and studied its integration with other routing
approa hes [5, 6℄. While these previous studies were innovative and aimed at improving
performan e in terms of end-to-end delay or bandwidth onsumption, there has been no
report on providing QoS guarantees to any ast ows.
Admission ontrol is a mean to provide QoS guarantees and has been studied extensively
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄. Generally speaking, there are two lasses of admission ontrol me hanisms:
entralized admission ontrol and distributed admission ontrol. For instan e, NetEx [10℄
adopts entralized admission me hanism to provide end-to-end delay guarantees in a LAN
environment. The entralized admission me hanism is easy to implement. Tenet s heme II
[11℄ uses distributed admission ontrol me hanism to a hieve s alability, but it needs a signaling proto ol for multi-party ommuni ation to realize the required fun tionality. A related
te hnology to distributed admission ontrol is the well-known RSVP Proto ol [12℄ that has
been proposed for signaling and resour e reservation in the Integrated Servi es ar hite ture.
RSVP has been widely adopted in distributed admission ontrol system. All these previous
studies fo us on QoS support to uni ast or multi ast ommuni ations. No study has been
reported on admission ontrol to support any ast ows with QoS requirements.

4

3 Models
In this se tion, we des ribe network and ow models and de ne terminology that will be
used in the following se tions.

Network. We onsider a network that onsists of a number of nodes. A node an be

either a router or a host. Nodes are onne ted by physi al links along whi h pa kets an
be transmitted. Ea h link has attribute alled link apa ity or bandwidth. Link apa ity
is onsumed by any ast a tive ows. Remaining Capa ity or Available Bandwidth of link l,
(ABl ), at a time moment t, is de ned as the part of link apa ity on a link whi h has not
been onsumed by any traÆ at time t. This part of link apa ity is available for the new
oming ows. As we will see, this parameter will play an important role in our admission
ontrol pro ess.

Any ast Flows. An any ast ow is a sequen e of pa kets that an be sent to any one of
the members in a group of designated re ipients. Let A be an any ast (destination) address.
We denote G(A) to be the group of designated re ipients. That is, an any ast ow with
any ast address A an be sent to any host in G(A).

We assume that any ast ows have a requirement on sequen ing. That is, on e the rst
pa ket in an any ast ow is delivered to a member (say d) in the re ipient group, all the
onsequent pa kets of the any ast ow should also be delivered to the same member d. In
other words, on e the destination of the rst pa ket in the ow is determined, the destination
of all the onsequent pa kets in the same ow is xed. Hen e, the destination of a ow is
referred to the re ipient node where all the pa kets in the ow are sent to.
In this paper, we also assume that any ast ows have ertain bandwidth requirement.
It is the fun tion of admission ontrol to admit a ow if its bandwidth requirement an be
met. For the sake of simpli ity, in this paper, we may say \any ast ow" without expli itly
stating attributive lause \QoS requirements" when the ontext is lear.

Route. The sequen e of routers via whi h an any ast ow is transmitted from its sour e

to destination forms a path or a route. We assume that to one sour e, there is a xed path
to ea h member in an any ast group. This kind of paths an be obtained via the existing
routing proto ols [13, 14℄. The length of a path is usually de ned as the number of hops (i.e.
nodes) on the path. As we will see, path length will play a riti al role in our distributed
admission ontrol pro edure. In the remaining of the paper, we will use terms "route" and
"path" inter hangeably.
To simplify our dis ussion, we assume that the network has no faults, and between any
pair of nodes, there exists at least one fun tioning path, and the path an be obtained via
the existing routing proto ols. However, our approa h an be extended to deal with the
situation when this assumption does not hold.

5

4 Distributed Admission Control
4.1 Overview
In this se tion we study admission ontrol pro edure for any ast ows with QoS requirements.
We have the following obje tives in mind:



S alability: admission ontrol must be s alable as the number of ows in reases and
the size of the network expands. Ideally, the overhead of admission ontrol should be
independent of the number of ows in the system and the size of the network.



E e tiveness: A good admission ontrol algorithm should maximize the bandwidth
utilization to the possible extent. Thus, an ideal system should have high probability
of admitting a new ow if resour es are available.



Compatibility: For pra ti al purposes, the proposed admission ontrol me hanism
should be ompatible with urrent industrial pra ti e. We intend to avoid modifying the underline ommuni ation infrastru ture, su h as hanging the ar hite ture of
routers, revising pa ket format, et .

While all these obje tives are important and riti al, they may on i t with ea h other.
For example, in order to improve s alability and ompatibility, the admission probability
may be ompromised.
To a hieve s alability, we adopt Distributed Admission Control (DAC) me hanism. By
this me hanism, the admission de isions are made by individual nodes, rather than by a
entralized agen y. Be ause of this, the overhead aused by admission ontrol is distributed,
hen e the distributed admission ontrol is less sensitive to the system parameters su h as
the number of the a tive ows, or the size of the network, ompared with the entralized
admission ontrol me hanism.
However, a distributed admission ontrol pro edure may not attain good performan e in
terms of admission probabilities. As we know, to a hieve high admission probabilities, nodes
who make admission de isions need losely oordinate with others by sharing the global
stati and dynami information. The ommuni ation overhead among the geographi ally
distributed nodes prevents this kind of information sharing. Hen e, generally speaking,
the e e tiveness in terms of admission probabilities may be ompromised when distributed
admission ontrol is utilized.
To address this problem, in the design of our distributed admission ontrol pro edure,
we onsider to randomly distribute any ast ows along available paths in the network in
order to redu e the possible ongestion and hen e in rease the han e that an any ast ow
is admitted.

4.2 Distributed Admission Control Pro edure
As mentioned above, in this paper, we adopt Distribution Admission Control (DAC) me hanism. In DAC, admission de isions for any ast ow establishment requests are made by
some routers at di erent lo ations. For the sake of simpli ity, in the remaining of the paper,
6

we all the routers who make admission de isions as Admission-Control routers (AC-router
in short). In this paper, we assume that the sour e routers that re eive any ast ow requests
are AC-routers.
On e a new any st ow establishment request arrives, the following pro edure is invoked
at the orrespondent AC-router for the purpose of admission ontrol:
1. REPEAT
1.1. Sele t a destination in the any ast group for the requesting ow;
1.2. Reserve resour e for the requesting ow to the sele ted destination;
1.3. If resour e reservation is SUCCESSFUL, then
the ow is admitted and return;
1.4. Keep going = retrial ontrol();
UNTIL not Keep going;
2. The ow is reje ted and return.
Figure 1: The Distributed Admission Control Pro edure
The above pro edure onsists of three main steps: destination sele tion, resour e reservation, and retrial ontrol.
The step of destination sele tion will determine whi h destination the pa kets of the
requesting ow should be sent to. A good sele tion will bring better han e for the ow to
be admitted. On e a sele tion is made, resour e reservation will take pla e to he k if there
is suÆ ient bandwidth available on ea h link of the path leading to the sele ted destination.
If yes, resour e is reserved and the ow is admitted. Otherwise, a retrial ontrol s heme
will be invoked to determine whether an alternative destination should be tried. The ow is
reje ted unless the retrial ontrol de ides to ontinue the pro edure.
While this pro edure is simple, there are two hallenge issues: (1) how to properly make
destination sele tion, given the limited lo al information whi h an AC-router has; and (2)
how to eÆ iently perform resour e reservation. In the following subse tions, we will elaborate
our ideas for addressing these issues.

4.3 Destination Sele tion
Destination sele tion is a riti al and spe ial problem in admission ontrol for any ast ows.
The uniqueness of destination(s) in uni ast and multi ast eliminates this problem in their
admission ontrols. The semanti s of any ast de nes that an any ast ow an be sent to
any member in an any ast group. Nevertheless, we explore how to take advantage of this
feature to improve admission probability.
As mentioned before, the ommuni ation overhead prohibits AC-routers from obtaining omplete global system status information. Thus, a diÆ ult task is how to sele t an
appropriate destination at absen e of global system information.
In this paper, we adopt a randomized approa h for destination sele tion. Spe i ally, for
an any ast group, an AC-router keeps a list of weights, ea h orresponds to a destination
7

in the any ast group. Without loss of generality, let us assume that there are K members
in an any ast group G(A). Their weights are denoted as W1 ; W2 ; :::; WK , respe tively. The
weight of a destination represents the probability that the destination is to be sele ted.
Thus, a member with higher weight value will have higher probability to be sele ted than
those with lower weight values. The assignment of weights will be dis ussed in the next two
sub-subse tions. Nevertheless, any assignment is subje t to the following onstraint:
K
X
i=1

Wi = 1:

(1)

In this paper, we will study two ategories of weight assignment algorithms: unbiased
algorithm and biased algorithm. They di er from ea h other in the sense of whether treating
destinations equally or not in weight assignment.

4.3.1 Unbiased Weight Assignment Algorithm
The basi idea of this algorithm is that all the members in an any ast group will have equal
probabilities to be sele ted as a destination of a new in oming ow. To for e su h an even
distribution, the weights asso iated to individual members must be the same, that is, for
i = 1; 2; :::; K ,
Wi = 1=K:
(2)
Sin e with this algorithm the any ast ows will be evenly distributed among members of
an any ast group, we all this algorithm as Even Distribution algorithm (ED in short). This
algorithm is simple. It uses no system status information ex ept the number of members in
the any ast group.
However, in general, members in an any ast group, i.e., potential destinations of the anyast ow, are distributed at di erent lo ations. There may likely be signi ant di eren es
among the destinations in the sense of their topologi al and traÆ hara teristi s, su h as
distan e and load of paths. Ideally, these di eren es should be taken into a ount in destination sele tion. In the following se tion, we will propose another ategory of algorithms,
so alled biased algorithms, whi h do onsider the above di eren es, and try to perform
sele tion with ertain \dis rimination" among destinations.

4.3.2 Biased Weight Assignment Algorithms
In this ategory of algorithms, the members in an any ast group will be treated with ertain
dis rimination in destination sele tion. On e realized properly, this approa h may e e tively
distribute traÆ over di erent parts of the network, and potentially improve admission
probability. To fully take advantage of this e e t, we must arefully utilize information
available to AC-routers in weight assignment. We propose to use the following information,
whi h an be olle ted by AC-routers (with di erent osts, of ourse), in weight assignment.



Route Distan e Information: For one sour e, there is one route to a member in an
any ast group, whi h is assumed to be xed in Se tion 3. The length of the route,
is easy to obtain via the urrent routing proto ols [13, 14℄. The di eren es of route
8

distan es re e t the di erent resour e onsumption by an any ast ow. Intuitively,
the ow to destinations with shorter distan es will onsume less bandwidth. Hen e
a smart destination sele tion algorithm should dis riminate destinations with longer
distan es.



Lo al Admission History Information: It is the log that re ords the su essfulness
in sele ting individual destinations in admission ontrol. Re all that a destination
sele tion is su essful only if there is suÆ ient resour e along the path that leads to
the destination. Obviously, this kind of information is readily available at the ACrouter. Its olle tion does not ost mu h at all. However, while this information does
re e t network dynami status, it is not very a urately.



Route Bandwidth Information: The (minimum available) bandwidth of a route represents the minimum available bandwidth of links along this route. This kind of information re e ts network dynami status. However, it is diÆ ult to get it without
extending some of urrent signaling proto ols, su h as RSVP.

In the following, we will onsider two algorithms use the above information in order to
make a proper weight assignment. While both of our weight assignment algorithms use route
distan e information, the rst one uses ow admission history information, and the se ond
one uses route bandwidth information. We design the algorithms in this way so that we an
investigate how di erent status information impa ts di erently on the network performan e
in terms of admission probability, overhead, and ompatibility.

Weight Assignment based on Route Distan e and Lo al Admission History Here,

we propose a destination sele tion algorithm based on route distan e and lo al admission
history information. Firstly, we will introdu e a heuristi weight assignment method that
takes into a ount distan e information, we then extend it to in lude information on lo al
admission history.
As mentioned earlier, a ow with short route distan e will onsume less resour es. Hen e
a smart destination sele tion algorithm should prefer destinations with short route distan es.
Based on the above onsideration, a rule of thumb is that weight asso iated with a destination
should be inversely proportional to the distan es of routes. That is, for i = 1; 2; :::; K ,

Wi = 1=Di ;

(3)

where Di is the value of the distan e of route leading to destination i. To satisfy (1), the
weights should be properly normalized, i.e. for i = 1; 2; :::; K ,
1=Di
:
(4)
j =1 1=Dj
Now, we are ready to in orporate the information on admission history for dynami weight
assignment. Re all that the lo al admission history is a log that re ords the su essfulness
of sele ting individual destinations in admission ontrol. Formally, at an AC-router, this
information is represented as a list:

Wi = PK

H =< h1 ; h2 ; :::; hK >;
9

(5)

where K is the number of members in G(A); hi orresponds to the admission history of
destination i. The value of hi is de ned as follows. At the time of initialization,

hi = 0:

(6)

Every time when destination i is sele ted, the following update is made on hi :

8< 0;
hi = :
h + 1;
i

if resour e reservation returns SUCCESS;
otherwise.

(7)

That is, the value of hi re ords the number of the ontinual failures in the most re ent
admission history. For example, hi = 3 implies that for the last three times when destination
i was sele ted in admission ontrol pro ess, there was insuÆ ient bandwidth and resour e
reservation returned FAILURE.
With the information of list H , the weights at an AC-router are assigned as follows. At
the system initialization, the weights are assigned in a ordan e to (4). Every time when a
destination sele tion is about to be made, weights are updated. The basi idea of updating is
to redu e the weights of those destinations whose re ords in list H are not 0, and to in rease
weights of those whose re ords in list H are 0. In parti ular, the weights are updated via
the following three steps:
1. Cal ulating the total amount of adjustable weights:

AW =

K
X
i=1

Wi  (1

hi
):

(8)

This step sums up the adjustable weights to AW . is a parameter used to adjust the
impa t of lo al admission history on weight assignment. It will be dis ussed later.
2. Updating weights:

8
>< Wi  hi ;
0
Wi = >
: Wi + AW=M;

if hi 6= 0;

(9)

otherwise,
where M is the total number of destinations whose re ords in list H are 0. This step
is to redu e the weights of those destinations whose re ords in list H are not 0, and
in rease weights of the destinations whose re ords in list H are 0. Note that the amount
of weights to be redu ed is determined by parameter . If is 0, the lo al admission
history has the maximum impa t on weight assignment. At the other extreme, if is
1, no impa t will the lo al admission history have.
3. Normalizing weights:

Wi0
Wi = PK
0;
j =1 Wj

0

(10)

where Wi is given in (9). This step guarantees that the weight assignment satis es (1).
10

Given that this weight assignment algorithm uses both the route distan e and lo al
admission history, we all this algorithm as Weighted Distribution with route Distan e and
lo al admission History information (WD/D+H in short). We expe t that its admission
probability will be higher than that of Even Distribution (ED) algorithm.
However, the lo al admission history is oarse and may not a urately re e t the network dynami status. In the following subse tion, we propose an algorithm using on-route
bandwidth information, whi h is better than the lo al history.

Weighted Assignment based on Route Distan e and Available Bandwidth Here,

we assume that the bandwidth usage of links on routes to all destinations are available. Let
r be the route from the sour e to destination i. Route Bandwidth Bi is de ned as:

Bi = min
(ABl );
l2r

(11)

where ABl is the available bandwidth of link l. Hen e Bi represents the minimum available
bandwidth of links along route r to destination i.
Intuitively, the destination, whose route has more route bandwidth, should have higher
possibility to be sele ted. Thus, we an extend (4) as follows:

B =D
Wi = PK i i ;
i=1 Bi =Di

(12)

where Bi and Di are route bandwidth and route distan e of the route from the sour e to
destination i.
Sin e this weight assignment algorithm uses the route distan e and route bandwidth information, we all it as Weighted Distribution based on route Distan e and available Bandwidth
algorithm (WD/D+B in short).
We expe t that WD/D+B will a hieve better performan e than the previous one. The
ost is that we have to know the route bandwidth information. To obtain this kind of information, we have to extend some of urrent signaling proto ols. For example, if RSVP is
adopted, we have to extend it to let RESV message arry this kind of information ba k to
AC-routers.
In brief, we have introdu ed three destination sele tion algorithms. They di er from ea h
other on using system information: the ED algorithm uses no system status information
ex ept the number of members in the any ast group, WD/D+H algorithm uses the routes
distan es and lo al ow admission history information while WD/D+B depends on the routes
distan es and bandwidth information.

4.4 Resour e Reservation
Re all that in our distributed admission pro edure, on e a destination is determined, the
next step is to reserve resour e along the route from the sour e to the sele ted destination
for the requesting ow.
We assumed that the routes from the sour e to destinations in an any ast group are xed.
Hen e, the resour e reservation involves only two simple tasks:
11



Task 1: he k if there is suÆ ient bandwidth available on all the links of the route. If
there is not, FAILURE will be returned by the DAC pro edure. Otherwise,



Task 2: reserve bandwidth on the ea h of links along the route, and report SUCCESS
by the DAC pro edure.

The resourse reservation an be made by the standard RSVP proto ol [12℄. That is,
to he k the availability of link bandwidth along the route, we an use some polling and
reserving messages, su h as the RESV and PATH messages available with RSVP.

4.5 Retrial Control
On e resour e reservation returns SUCCESS, the route with enough bandwidth is setup, the
newly requesting ow will be admitted, it will be o ered to the route whi h leads to the
sele ted destination.
However, if the route annot be established, a de ision must be made if an alternative
destination need to be tried. There is a trade-o here. On one hand, to improve admission
probability, more destinations should be tried. On the other hand, more destinations tried,
more overhead (e.g., the ommuni ation overhead due to resour e reservation messages) will
be introdu ed.
We use a simple ounter-based re-trial ontrol s heme. Initially, a ounter is set to zero.
Ea h time when a destination is tried, is in reased by one. The re-trial ontrol returns
true if is less than a pre-de ned parameter R. R is the total number of re-trials allowed.
In Se tion 5, We will evaluate the sensitivity of R in terms of the admission probabilities.
We will show that a few re-trials an signi antly improve the system performan e.
In this se tion, we have dis ussed the design of a distributed admission ontrol me hanism
for any ast ows. We have presented three weight assignment algorithms used for destination
sele tion, and dis ussed the issues in resour e reservation and retrial ontrol. In the next
se tion, we will evaluate the admission probability performan e of our proposed me hanism.

5 Experimental Evaluation
In this se tion, we evaluate the performan e of the systems that use our distributed admission
ontrol pro edures with di erent destination sele tion algorithms and retrial ontrol s hemes.
We will rst des ribe the experimental model and then report performan e results.

5.1 Experimental Model
 Network: The network onsidered in our experiments is MCI ISP ba kbone network.

Figure 2 shows the topology of the network. There are 19 nodes that are inter onne ted
by links. Link bandwidth apa ity is assumed to be 100 Mbits, and 20 per ent of link
bandwidth is reserved for any ast ows. Every node is a router and has one host
atta hed.
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TraÆ Model: We assume that requests for any ast ow establishment form a Poisson
pro ess with rate , while ow lifetimes are exponentially distributed with an average of
180 se onds. Ea h ow has bandwidth requirement of 64000 bps. Sour es of any ast
ows are hosen randomly among those hosts that atta h the routers with the odd
identi ation numbers. There is an any ast group that onsists of 5 members. They
are those hosts whi h atta h to router 0; 4; 8; 12; and 16, respe tively.



Evaluated Systems: A 2-tuple < A; R > is used to represent the systems whi h run
our proposed DAC with di erent destination sele tion algorithms and retrial ontrol
s hemes. In parti ular, A represents the destination sele tion algorithm. That is,

A 2 fED; W D=D + H; W D=D + B g:

(13)

R indi ates the maximum number of retrials that are allowed. For example, < ED; 2 >

represents a system in whi h Even Distribution (ED) algorithm is used, and the maximum number of retrials is 2. In other words, up to 2 destinations an be tried for
an any ast ow request. To simplify our dis ussion, we use symbol \*" to denote the
value of R if the dis ussion overs all the values of R.



Baseline Systems: . For the omparison purpose, we will onsider two baseline systems.

{ SP System: In this baseline system, the admission ontrol pro edure will always

pi k the destination whi h has the shortest distan e from the sour e router for
ea h in oming ow. In this system, any ast ows from the same sour e will be
always sent to the same destination. Thus, any ast traÆ is not be distributed.
Congestion is more likely to o ur. We expe t the system running our DAC
13

pro edure will out-perform this system. Sin e the destination with the shortest
path is always sele ted, we all this system as Shortest-Path (SP ) system.
{ GDI System: In this baseline system, the admission ontrol pro edure is assumed
to have the perfe t Global Dynami Information (GDI ) on network status, inluding the a tive ows and their usage of bandwidth on ea h link in the network.
It is further assumed that this system is allowed to use any path from a sour e to
a destination and is not subje t to the limitation of the xed path between them.
During the admission ontrol, this system does an exhaustive sear h for all the
available paths to all the destinations. As long as there is a path with suÆ ient
bandwidth, the admission ontrol pro edure will set up the ow with the quali ed
path. Obviously, its performan e is ideal, but it is not realisti , and it is diÆ ult,
if not impossible, to implement su h system in pra ti e.



Performan e Metri s:

{ First, we are interested in Admission Probability (AP). It is de ned as the prob-

ability that an any ast ow is admitted in a stable system. Higher the AP value,
the better the performan e.
{ The se ond metri we use is the average number of retrials. Re all that in our
systems, we allow up to R times of retrials. Given that we use RSVP-like resour e
reservation, R is dire tly proportional to the overhead in terms of resour e reservation messages and admission delay. Thus, we would like to have the value of
this metri to be as small as possible.



Evaluation Methods: Both mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation are used
in obtaining performan e data. Spe i ally, we found that the admission probability
of systems we onsider an be analyzed by queuing theory and xed point method.
Appendix A provides a brief des ription of the analyti al method we used. For all
the systems we onsider, we also use omputer simulation to obtain performan e data.
Our simulator is Mesquite CSIM, whi h a pro ess-oriented, general purpose simulation
toolkit written in C. The toolkit allows programmers to reate and implement pro essoriented, dis rete-event simulation models. All of our omputer simulation run in a
SUN Ultra-SPARC workstation.

5.2 Performan e Results and Observations
In this sub-se tion, we report performan e results and make observations. Due to the limitation of spa e, we only present a limited number of ases here. However, we nd that the
on lusions we draw here generally hold for many other ases we have evaluated.

5.2.1 Sensitivity of Admission Probability
Data on sensitivity of admission probability are given in Figures 3, 4, 5. With these gures,
we an assess how AP is sensitive to the arrival rate and maximum number of re-trials (R)
in systems < ED;  >, < W D=D + H;  >, and < W D=D + B;  >.
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Figure 3: Admission Probability of Systems < ED;  >
From Figures 3, 4, 5, we have the following observations:
1. Admission probability is sensitive to the maximum number of retrials (R) in all the
systems onsidered. The value of AP in reases as R in reases in ea h system. The
reason is obvious: A large R value implies that a large number of retrials are allowed.
Consequently, the system has more han e to nd a destination with a route having
suÆ ient bandwidth.
2. Furthermore, improvement of admission probability is signi ant when R in reases
from 1 to 2. But, further in reasing the value of R doesn't result in the same improvement. As matter of fa t, the improvement be omes almost invisible when R approa hes
to 5 whi h is the upper limit. This observation suggests that our randomized destination sele tion is e e tive, in spite of its simpli ity. We do not need to exhaustively
sear h all the paths.
3. Di erent system has di erent sensitivity to R in terms of admission probability. Espe ially, systems with lower admission probabilities tend to be more sensitive to the
value of R. For example, the AP value of < ED;  > is more sensitive to R than that
of < W D=D + B;  >. This observation an be explained: the purpose of a retrial is to
orre t the mistake made in the previous sele tion. The systems with lower admission
probabilities make more mistakes, hen e retrial provides better improvement.
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Figure 4: Admission Probability of Systems < W D=D + H;  >

5.2.2 Performan e Comparison of Di erent Systems
Figure 6 shows the admission probabilities of systems < ED; 2 >, < W D=D + H; 2 >, and
< W D=D + B; 2 > with two baseline systems: SP and GDI . Figure 7 shows the average
number of retrials of system < ED; 2 >, < W D=D + H; 2 >, and < W D=D + B; 2 > as a

fun tion of ow arrival rates.
From Figure 6 and Figure 7, we an make the following observations:

1. As expe ted, system GDI outperforms all other systems, and SP is the worst in term
of admission probabilities in all ases of arrival rates, ex ept in the ases of very low
arrival rates, where all systems perform equally. The reason that GDI is the best
relies on the fa t that GDI uses the perfe t global status information so that it an
always nd a destination as long as there is a path with suÆ ient bandwidth to the
destination. The relatively poor performan e of SP supports our argument that it is
extremely important to properly distribute any ast traÆ in the network.
2. All of our three systems (namely, < ED; 2 >, < W D=D + H; 2 >, and < W D=D +
B; 2 >) outperform SP and are lose to GDI . This is parti ularly true for systems
< W D=D + H; 2 > and < W D=D + B; 2 >. Among our three systems, we an
noti e that in terms of AP, < W D=D + H; 2 > outperforms < ED; 2 >, and so does
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Figure 5: Admission Probability of Systems < W D=D + B;  >

< W D=D + B; 2 >. This observation implies that our randomized destination sele tion
an work very well, espe ially proper available knowledge is utilized.

3. Further more, from Figure 7, we nd that in terms of the average number of retrials,
< ED; 2 > is the worst, whi h means that it introdu es large overhead in omparison
with other two. < W D=D + B; 2 > is the best among the three due to its a ess
to the route bandwidth information. However, as we mentioned early, obtaining su h
information may ause ompatibility problem. Hen e, in pra ti e one may still prefer
system < W D=D + H; 2 >.
In any ase, the above observations justify our randomized distribution approa h and
indi ate that some of our proposed systems (e.g., < W D=D + H; 2 >) are e e tive in terms
of admitting any ast ows at very reasonable overhead and maintaining ompatibility with
existing network proto ols.

6 Final Remarks
We have studied Distributed Admission Control (DAC) pro edure for any ast ows with
QoS requirements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst study that addresses the
issue on provide QoS support to any ast ows.
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Figure 6: Admission Probability of Di erent Systems
In our distributed admission ontrol pro edure, we fo us on algorithms that perform
destination sele tion for anyast ows. We design three algorithms: Even Distribution
(ED), Weighted Distribution with route Distan e and lo al admission History information
(WD/D+H), and Weighted Distribution with route Distan e and available Bandwidth information (WD/D+B) algorithms. These algorithms di er from ea h other on their dependen e
on system status information. We address the issues related to resour e reservation to ensure the ompatibility with existing proto ols, and we use re-trial ontrol to make a balan e
between admission probability and overhead.
We evaluate the proposed me hanisms by mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation. Performan e data have demonstrated that in terms of admission probabilities, our
heuristi DAC an perform lose to those that utilize global and dynami status information
of network, whi h is mu h more expensive and diÆ ult to realize.
The QoS requirement we onsidered in this paper is limited to bandwidth requirement.
While bandwidth is an extremely important QoS aspe t, our approa h an be easily extended
to deal with other QoS requirements, su h as end-to-end delay requirement. In the networks
with rate-based s hedulers, su h as weighted-fair-queuing (WFQ) [18, 19℄, virtual lo k (VC)
[20℄, et ., delay requirement an be dire tly mapped to bandwidth requirement. In the
networks with priority-driven s hedulers, we an follow the approa h presented in [21, 22℄ to
transform delay requirement into an upper bound on bandwidth that need to be reserved,
hen e onverting the delay related QoS to bandwidth-based QoS.
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A Derivation of Admission Probability
In this appendix, we study analyti al method for omputing admission probability. To
simplify the dis ussion, we will fo us on systems < ED; 1 > and SP . The method presented
here an be extended to other systems (under ertain approximation assumptions). We will
not dis uss the extension here due to the spa e limitation.

A.1 Problem De nition
We onsider that a network that onsists of N nodes and LL links. Let link l (l =
1; 2; : : : ; LL) have apa ity Cl . Let G(A) be an any ast group with K members. Denote S
to be the set of sour es of any ast ows. Assume that all the any ast ows have the same
bandwidth requirement, say b. Let (s; G(A)) denote the stream of ow requests from sour e
s to any ast group G(A). The arrivals of ow requests from stream (s; G(A)) form a Poisson
pro ess, with mean rate s.
Let RR(s; G(A)) be the set of routes for stream (s; G(A))1 . If a ow request in stream
(s, G(A)) is o ered to route r 2 RR(s; G(A), it may be blo ked and reje ted if there is
1 In

this paper, we assume that routes from the sour es of any ast ows to the any ast group are xed.
Hen e, in the DAC pro edure, if the destination is sele ted, the route for a new oming any ast ow is
determined a ordingly.
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insuÆ ient bandwidth available on any link of route r. If the ow is admitted, the bandwidth
on ea h link is simultaneously held for the duration of the ow. The holding period (i.e.,
the life time) of a ow in stream (s; G(A)) is assumed to be exponentially distributed with
mean 1=s. Hen e the demanded traÆ intensity from s to G(A) is s = s =s.
Let the portion of any ast traÆ from sour e s in set S o ered to route r in RR(s; G(A))
be s;r . In system < ED; 1 >, the any ast traÆ from s is uniformly distributed among the
routes in RR(s; G(A)), i.e., s;r is given by s =K , for any r in RR(s; G(A)). In system SP ,
all the ows are o ered to the route with the shortest path in RR(s; G(A)). Thus,

8
>< s;
s;r = >
: 0;

if r is the shortest path in RR(s, G(A));
otherwise.

(14)

We use Ls;r to denote the reje tion probability of any ast ows from sour e s to G(A)
given that they are o ered to route r 2 RR(s; G(A)). Then, the admission probability of
the network an be expressed as follows:

AP =

PP
s

r2RR(s;G(A)) s;r

PP
s

 (1 Ls;r )

r2RR(s;G(A)) s;r

(15)

With (15), on e RR(s; G(A)) and s;r for ea h s in S are given, AP an be obtained if
Ls;r an be omputed. Hen e, the problem of analyzing AP is redu ed to that of analyzing

the reje tion probabilities of individual routes.
Let Bl denote the reje tion probability of link l. This is the probability of a ow request
being reje ted be ause of insuÆ ient bandwidth on link l. Re all that link l has apa ity
Cl and an any ast ow requires bandwidth b. Let vl be the redu ed load obtained after
\thinning" of ow requests o ered to link l [15℄. Then, Bl is a fun tion of b, vl , and Cl . That
is,
Bl = L(b; vl ; Cl ):
(16)
Under the link independen e assumption [15℄, the route reje tion probability Ls;r is now
given by
Y
Ls;r = 1
(1 Bl );
(17)
l2r
where r 2 RR(s; G(A)). Thus, the problem of analyzing route reje tion probability is now
redu ed to that of analyzing the link reje tion probability.

A.2 Analyzing Link Reje tion Probabilities
Fixed point method in onjun tion with uniform asymptoti approximation an be used to
ompute link reje tion probabilities [15, 16℄. The xed point equations are derived on the
basis of the well-known link independen e assumption [15℄. Ea h route whi h uses link l
ontributes a load to link l, with a rate whi h is redu ed by independent \thinning" by all
other links in the route. With the link independen e assumption, the redu ed load is given
by:
X X
Y
vl =
s;r
(1 Bm ):
(18)
s r2RR(s;G(A))
m2r flg
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Synthesizing (16) and (18), we have the following xed point equations. For l = 1; 2; : : : ; LL;

Bl = L(vl );

(19)

vl = '(B1 ; B2 ; :::; BLL )
X X
Y
=
s;r
(1 Bm ):

(20)
(21)

and

s r2RR(s;G(A))

m2r

flg

On e L() in (19) is determined, Bl an be solved by using the xed point method whi h
works as follows: This method starts with initial values vl(0) . It then iterates with the
following formulas: for i = 0; 1; : : :

Bl(i+1) = L(vl(i) );

(22)

(i+1)
vl(i+1) = '(B1(i+1) ; B2(i+1) ; :::; BLL
);

(23)

and
where l = 1; 2; : : : ; LL. The iteration ontinues until a onvergen e riterion is satis ed.
The only question now is how to determine fun tion L(). For this, we use the uniform
asymptoti approximation (UAA) method [17℄ whi h we des ribe next. The UAA method
relies on the following assumptions. For link l,
and

Cl  1;

(24)

vl = O(Cl );

(25)

where Cl is the apa ity of link l, whi h is an integer. We de ne:

Fl (z )  vl  (z

Cl log z ; Vl (z )  vl  z:

1)

(26)

Under these assumptions and de nition, following the approa h in [17℄, we an derive:

Bl = L(vl ) 
where

zl =
M =

Cl
;
v
l
8

Fl (z  )
e
q
;
M 2Vl (z  )

>> Erf [sgn(1 zl )q Fl (zl )℄ + eFpl zl [ p 
<

Vl zl
>> f1 + p
[1 + Vvl l ℄g;
:
Vl
(

1
2

1
2

)

2

(28)

1

(

(27)

)(1 z  )

sgn zl ℄; z  6= 1;
p
l
Fl zl
(1

2

)

(

)

1

2

(1)

3

(1)

The omplementary error fun tion and the sign fun tion are given by
2 Z 1 x2
e dx:
Erf (y ) = p
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y

otherwise.

(29)

(30)

A.3 Comparison of Mathemati al Analysis and Computer Simulation Data
As we mentioned above, several approximation assumptions in our mathemati al analysis
are made in order to simplify omputation. Here, we ompare performan e data obtained
by (approximated) mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation in order to validate the
properness of assumptions made.
Method
Mathemati al Analysis
Computer Simulation

=5.0

=20.0

=35.0

=50.0

1.000000 0.833933 0.584068 0.435654
1.000000 0.837443 0.591091 0.439993

Table 1: Comparison of Mathemati al Analysis and Simulation Methods in < ED; 1 >
Method
Mathemati al Analysis
Computer Simulation

=5.0

=20.0

=35.0

=50.0

1.000000 0.771044 0.444341 0.311417
1.000000 0.781039 0.451598 0.317420

Table 2: Comparison of Mathemati al Analysis and Simulation Methods in SP
Table 1 and 2 show the admission probabilities of system < ED; 1 > and SP respe tively,
as a fun tion of ow arrival rates by both mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation.
The network and traÆ model are the same as ones des ribed in Se tion 5.
From Table 1 and 2, we observe that the values of admission probability obtained by
both mathemati al analysis and omputer simulation are almost identi al. This justi es the
use of the approximation assumptions in our mathemati al analysis.
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